Confused to Make Choices for Retina MacBook or
MacBook Air?
Apple is known for producing a wide variety of Mac desktop and portable
devices. Among all Mac products, MacBook is too famous among the users
globally. The MacBook is actually a brand of Notebook computers that
remained from May 2006 to July 2011. Now, it again launched in 2015. With its
re-launching, many Apple users were confused that whether they have to
choose 12-inch Retina MacBook or 13-inch MacBook Air. Now, its’supports and
solutions services are also available in the form of a technical customer
support for MacBook. Here, with this article post, you will be able to decide
that which MacBook will be suitable for you. Read more at
http://www.apsense.com/article/choose-a-macbook-of-your-choice.html
12-inch Retina MacBook and 13-inch MacBook Air, both are thin and light
weight and can be easily carried anywhere. Due to this quality MacBook stands
as the most superior devices.
Retina MacBook comes with only one USB-C Port which is used for both
charging and data connection while MacBook Air comes with a charging point
along with two USB 3 which are a SD card reader and Thunderbolt 2. One USBC is beneficial when it is charged with USB battery bank which is too suitable to
carry. See also https://www.rebelmouse.com/applecustomer/know-moreabout-apple-macbook-pro-1842925820.html
When you have to work with photos or videos, then understand the
importance of SD card slot, but at the same time it becomes inferior to 12 inch
Retina MacBook. MacBook Retina display, viewing angle, color accuracy and
contrast is better as comparison to MacBook Air because it gives HD display
view.
MacBook Air processor is more powerful as it is needed to cool your system
with fan, so difference becomes slight. With 13inc display, it gives you extra
two hours battery backup for internet usage.

For creating ultra thin MacBook, Apple had to design its keyboard and track
pad. This becomes more advanced in Retina with balanced butterfly keys that
give you smooth, fast and free typing just as the Air. Its touch track pad is also
improved as comparison to Retina to give you smooth and free touch.
If looking for speaker then MacBook retina speaker is louder as comparison to
Air. Because of forming a thin key board and touch pad, Air speaker was
unable to have the sound as Retina.
If talk about the support and solution services for MacBook users, then Apple
has provided special customer support for MacBook Air and customer support
for Retina MacBook so that users can have immediate solutions if they face
any trouble with these devices. Read also Spectacular Ways to Fix MacBook
Air Problems
Both of these devices are best at their own places, but main things that matter
the most is your choice. Now, you would have clearly understood that which
one would be best for you as according to your needs, and thus it will be easy
for you to select the best one.

